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Food
Several registrants comment catering excellent to good and enjoyed venue.

Venue

Several registrants wanted some healthier options and some light options
before dinner on Friday.

Venue - great location - conference room comfortable, lighting good, slides
easy to read

Queue for tea and coffee long.

Several comments on variable temperature in the room.

One registrant commented chosen venue may have been less expensive.

Very noisy venue during daytime presentations
Very small, tables are more socialable and easier to take notes on;
Meal seating too close

Organisation
Lots of info pre-conference
Thank you to ACNC staff - another terrific conference - see you in Melbourne
Excellent content as always
Notify on website finalised program earlier as it makes it easier to book ex
and accommodation
Like the dinner for networking, don't have to think about finding somewhere
to eat
Venue accommodation was very expensive.
First time presenter - found the IT assistance very helpful and eased my
concerns
Time keeping needs to be reviewed

Promotion
Travel scholarships - minimal knowledge of these
Despite a 28 year cardiology career in Sydney I have only really become aware
of the existence of the ACNC this year through this conference,
Advertise info about scholarships earlier
Encourage everyone to be a FB friend of ACNC as it is the easiest way to stay
up to date

Two conferences in a limited space was not ideal – acknowledge ACNC did not
have any control over this.
Venue accommodation was very expensive and needs to be linked with
conference registration.

Abstract Submission
Abstract presenter - submitting process very easier, however guidelines for
presentation would have been appreciated in email with regards to
presentation
abstact presneter, first time presenting for me, found IT assistant helpful and
eased a lot of my concerns, felt very nervous but it eased it
Found the lack of instruction as to what to do regarding poster presentation
after abstract acceptance, sizing requirements etc;

Program
Great work by ACNC members with Microphones
Excellent speakers, great range of expertise, relevant content,

Dinner

Case studies were terrific, well done to those nurses

Some attendees were not aware that dinner was included in the
registration.

Excellent high quality conference, good presentations with a variety of relevant
contemporary topics
More clinical focus ie learned aspects from case reviews
Session on ACS standards was great as I am on the floor and hear about this bigger
picture rollouts
Medical presentations were excellent
Perspective of pre-hospital thrombolysis angiography, great food for thought for a
Cardiac Nurse working in a tertiary hospital
Good mix of science with practical/clinical case studies
Content very good
Aboriginal presentation was very good .. Please include every year
Early release of program to facilitate decisions
Difficult to attend concurrent sessions.

Website
Generalised difficulty with registration process via website.

General
We are the lucky country having so many dedicated nurses as role
models - thank you

Great stimulation for the neurons
Knowledge is power
Everything else was fantastic

More CDM CV disease
Fantastic conference with a great range of health science research and
Perhaps making presentations available on website or complimentary USB web stick innovations
Several registrants appreciated clinical focus and case studies.

My first ACNC conference - will come again

Include CC aspect of CV nursing

Overall I had a fantastic time - thank you

Nice appreciation of each others roles overlapping
Still nice to see medical advances

Very informative & inspiring and excellent opportunity for a nursing led
conference.

Publiction workshop was great

Great learning forum

Nice to see so much nursing research going on at a local & high level
Huge amount of effort Pub WS - great presentater
Maybe next year consider attendees bring work in progress and have material
critiques (publishing workshop)
Need 2 smaller days or 1.5 days as there was too much info

Thanks to all the committee members for making this conference such a
success

